Step‐by‐Step Guide To
Earning 50% of your Investment in 7days
The peer‐to‐peer program are becoming the order of the day after the success
of MMM Nigeria. There are dozens of MMM alike site flooding the web space
and being promoted in Nigeria but as a partaker in MMM Nigeria, I am not well
convinced by the copy cats.
I came across Helping Revolution some weeks ago. Helping revolution shows
some element of uniqueness and as such caught my attention. But before I talk
about these, let me show you something…

I quickly rushed to www.whois.com to check some details about this website. I
realized it came into existence on November 2nd, 2016. By experience, I know it
wouldn’t have started operation fully until like middle of the month. It’s an
indication that if anyone joins now, you will be among the pioneer members
and you will make good money when others start registering because you are
positioned right in front of several thousands of others that will join latter.
MMM gives 30% return in 30days and it has been successful and now a year
old in Nigeria. MMM United gives 100% in a month and it is also successful and
has spent 3 months in Nigeria and still counting.

Therefore, I am well convinced that HELPING REVOLUTION despite giving 50%
per week will last months. The earlier you get in, the better.

How To Register on Helping Revolution
To register on helping revolution, kindly logon to their official website located
at www.helpingrevolution.com and click on registration. Or just go straight to
the registration page at www.helpingrevolution.com/register.php and you will
land here

The registration page look exactly like the page above. The only thing that may
be a challenge there is the BITCOIN address and I solved that in the second pdf
given to you alongside this. Read it first and register your BITCOIN account
before coming to register.

1 above is the exact location you will paste your BITCOIN wallet address.
2 above, input your name there
3 above, input your phone number
4 above, copy the figures there. It comes by default. It is your login ID as well
as your referral ID
5 above, input your email address
6 above, choose your country as Nigeria
7 above, enter your referral ID. The referral ID to use is

1058916

8 above is where you input the amount you want to PH. The minimum is $10
and maximum is $1000
Once done, click on the REGISTRATION button.

NOTE: Your single email and bitcoin address can be used to open up to 10
different Helping revolution account.

The next page will show you something like in the image above. It contains
your LOGIN CREDENTIALS. Write down your credentials ( Username and
password) safely somewhere.
Click on login
The login page will appear and you will enter your Username and password to
login.
When logged in, you will see a page like the one below…

The $1000 PH which I did while registering this account has been registered when I
login. I am waiting for it to be assigned to whom to pay. You get matched within
24hours. You have to pay the exact BITCOIN value to the person you are matched
with.

HOW TO PAY WHEN MATCHED
Using the above example. After abut 12hours, the account got matched to PH
the $1000. It looks thus…

So, I got matched to pay the $1000 to LINDA O (see Red arrow above). I have
36hours to make the payment (see blue arrow above).
Follow my Yellow arrow to click on details and see the details of the person
you are to pay…

You will see amount to pay (highlighted in RED above). The Bitcoin value is
what we need to pay. See where I boxed with RED above. Tells you never to
worry…
Look at the previous image above, clicking on PAY will take you to a page like
below where you can copy the bitcoin address of the person to pay to.

In the example above, all you need to copy is the receiver’s BTC address and
the exact BTC Amount to be paid to him. In my example above, I highlighted
the two in blue and red arrow.
MAKING PAYMENT….
Login to your Bitcoin wallet exactly at https://blockchain.info/wallet/#/login
Type in your WALLET ID and PASSWORD to get inside. You may be prompted to login
to your email and authorize the transaction by clicking on the link sent to your inbox
by blockchain.
Once you are inside your bitcoin wallet, locate the SEND button and click on it.

When done, you will land here…

Copy and paste the BITCOIN ADDRESS of the person you are paying to in the
first space as show by my RED arrow above.
Secondly, enter the BTC value that you got from the PH page. In this case
above, it is 1.358000. It’s what I wrote in there and it automatically converts to
dollar value. The dollar value fell off by $10.1. It’s none of my business.
BITCOIN value isn’t stable. In as much as I copied the exact BTC value, I am
good to go. I will click on next.

This give summary of the transaction about to be done and add the transaction
fee to be charged (always have at least extra $10 in your bitcoin account
because

of instability of BTC value and the token transaction fee that will be charge
each time you send money)
Follow my YELLOW arrow above and send the money.
Once done and you login back to your Helping Revolution’s account, the timer
will still be counting…

Do not be worried when you see the time still counting after your payment.
You just chill. Log out and login back in like 30minutes or an hour later.

It would have been confirmed and you can relax and start watching the 7days
countdown to your getting paid…

In the case of the example used in this guide, $1000 was PH and paid
successfully. The countdown has started and in 7days’ time, I would be
matched and get paid $1500. That will be $500 profit. A bitcoin dollar sells for
around N535 to N550. So, that will be profit of over N270,000 in just 7days.

AUTOMATIC PAYMENT CONFIRMATION/GET HELP
Once payment has been made, unlike MMM, no need to wait endlessly for
your payment to be confirmed. The system automatically confirms your
payment within 30minutes (do not wait till injury time before paying).
No uploading of any proof of payment. You just make the payment of the exact
amount you are asked to pay.
IMPORTANT: Pay the money in BITCOIN value and not $$$ to avoid fluctuation
in the dollar price which may delay your automatic confirmation.
Once you have made payment, log out and check back few minutes later (like
30 minutes). You will have been confirmed.

Once you get confirmed, your countdown to 7days will start immediately.

See the above, this $500 PH has just 3hours and 27minutes left. Once the
countdown finish, automatic GH will be done (you are not to bother yourself
requesting for GH). It will be paid straight to your BITCOIN ADDRESS that you
submitted when registering.

AUTOMATIC RE‐PH
This is a unique feature of HELPING REVOLUTION. It was put in place to ensure
longevity of the program.
Once you Get Help and your money have entered into your BITCOIN wallet, the
system will automatically Provide Help of the very amount you provided before
for you within 24hours of your GET HELP.
For instance, you came in with $1000. After 7days, you Got Help of $1500. The
system will automatically help you PH $1000 after your GH. You do not have a
choice. You can’t change it. If you fail to honour this and Pay when matched,
you will be blocked from the program.

You may want to ask that…
What of if you want to increase your PROVIDE HELP amount.
In that case, you simply open another account using the same email and
BITCOIN ADDRESS. It is allowed.
EXAMPLE.
Let’s say I PH $1000 and I GH $1,500. The system automatically help me PH
$1000 back. But, I want to PH another $500. I will have to open a new account
and do the PH for that myself. Remember that will become automatic
afterwards.
NOTE: Automation doesn’t help you pay for your PH. You have to personally
login and pay whoever was matched with you. Automation only helps you
register the amount to PH but doesn’t have access to your BITCOIN WALLET to
help you pay o.
But, GH is fully automatic. Money drops straight to your Bitcoin wallet.
Sweeeet!

EXTRA INCOME
Unlike MMM where you have to attend guider school before becoming guider
and earning good income from your downlines (Level 1, 2, 3, 4, etc). You
automatically become a guider on Helping Revolution.
How? Once you register, if you invite a new member and the person Provide
help, you will get 9% of the person’s ph amount.
Example,
Tunde Invite chucks and chucks PH $1000. Tunde will get $90 instantly
immediately Chucks fulfill his PH and the money can be withdrawn
immediately. No waiting period. That’s Level one.

If Chucks bring in Abubakar and he fulfill his PH of $1000 or any amount,
Chucks will get 9% ($90) and Tunde will get 3% ($30). That’s Level 2 referral
commission for Tunde.

If Abubakar brings Helen and Helen fulfill her PH of $500 or any amount,
Abubakar will get 9% ($45), Chucks will get 3% ($15) and Tunde will get 1% ($5)
Hope you got that trend…
So, referring others means good money for you. It’s not compulsory though
but it makes it double streams of income for you. I do that personally.

When you login to your Helping Revolution account, you will see your REF ID
by the top right hand side as shown with my RED arrow above.
Interestingly, there is another bonus called PERFORMANCE Bonus for those
who want to refer others to make more money. Kindly check the image below.

It shows that if you introduce 5 people who fulfill their PH within your first
2days on Helping Revolution, you will get $5 bonus.
It shows that if you introduce 10 people who fulfill their PH within your first
5days on Helping Revolution, you will get $10 bonus.
It shows that if you introduce 10 people who fulfill their PH within your first
15days on Helping Revolution, you will get $25 bonus.
It goes on like that…

I do not dull myself, I have chop some money from it and sure I will chop over
$2000 from this bonuses alone… See my Pink arrow in the image below.

See this image below…

When withdrawing your referral bonuses, where 5 is written above is where to
click to cash out. Like this…

PROOF

The above proof is undeniable. The $500 that I started with 7days ago has
returned $750 to my BITCOIN account.
If you can try and do the referral aspect of this program, it will pump in money
to your pocket like Kilode…
I have cashed out over $800 from helping revolution within 2days. These are
my referral commission. It’s sweet.
If it’s just 5 people you can bring into Helping revolution, you will be earning as
their upline. You can be earning extra $300 ‐ $3000+ weekly from the referral
aspect alone.

CONCLUSSION

That’s it I have taken my time to create this step by step guide for you to take advantage of this
opportunity before it’s gone. It won’t be around forever just like you and I wouldn’t be around
forever.
The earlier you key into it, the better so that you can profit within 2weeks and start using the
profit from the program to continue running it just like I plan to do.
Let’s do a bit of MATH
You have N300,000, you buy bitcoin and get into HR. You get 50% of it like 4 times in a month,
that’s N600,000 plus your N300,000. You will almost hit a million. If you do the referral pat by
introducing others, you earn on them and you will easily cruise over N1,000,000 with your
N300,000 in just a month.
It’s insane.
I am a risk taker and that’s why am in there now and I have started reaping the fruit of my
fearlessness.

Wouldn’t you rather join today?

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Don’t forget, to join, get started
=> www.helpingrevolution.com Use this Ref ID when
Registering =

1058916

Yours…. Akin Babatunde A.k.A (Globaltech)

Got Question? SmS me on 08025102532( Please phone call Is not Allowed, You
can only send sms
Compiled by: Olaide Alim

